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CONC€PTUAL PHYSIC,A'L SCI€NC€ EXPLOFIATION 5
Waves and Sound

Vibrations and Wøaes

l. A sine curve that represents a transverse wave is drawn below. With a ruler, measure the wave-
length and amplitude of the wave.

a.Wavelength = b.Amplitude =

2. A kid on a playground swingmakes a complete to'and-fro
swing each2 seconds. The frequency of swing is \

(0.5 hertz) (l hertz) (2hertz) \

and the period is

(0.5 second) (l second) (2 seconds)

3. Complete the statements.

4. The annoying sound from a mosquito is produced when it beats its wings at the average
rate of 600 wingbeats per second.

a. What ls the frequency of the sound waves?

))

fHE PERIOD OF A
440-xÈerz- souND
wAVe ls_sEcoNo.

A tvlARlNE W€ATHER. STATTON R€poßTS
WAVES AION6 THE SI{Oß€ TI{AT AR€g SE@NOS APART. Tne rceou€Ncv
OF TH€ \^/AVES 15 T¡{€R€FORE

H€RTZ.

b. What is the wavelength? (Assume the speed of sound is 340 m/s.)
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Vibr ations and W øv es contínue d:

5. A rapid-fire pellet gun fires l0 rounds
The speed of the pellets is 300 m/s.

per second.
-o

a. What is the distance in the air between the flying pellets?_

b. What happens to the distance between the pellets if the rate of fire is increased?

6. Consider a wave generator that produces l0 pulses per second. The speed of the waves is
300 cm/s.

a. What is the wavelength of the waves?_

b. what happens to the wavelength if the frequency of pulses is íncreased?

7. The bird at the right watches the waves. If the portion of a wave berween 2 crests passes the pole
each second, what is the speed of the wave?

What is its period?
lrn

8. If the distance between crests in the
above question were 1.5 meters apart,
and 2 crests pass the pole each second,
what would be the speed of the wave?

Whatwould be its period?

9. When an automobile moves toward a
listener, the sound of its horn seems
relatively

(lowpitched) (normal)

(high pitched)

and when movingawayfrom the listener,
its hom seems

(lowpitched) (normal)

û (high pÍtched)

10. The changed pitch of the Doppler effect is due to changes in
(wave speed) (wave frequenry)


